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The BBST Curriculum



Learning objectives: BBST (3-course set)
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Learning objectives: Foundations
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Activities: Foundations
Orientation Puzzles / Discussions Applications

1. What is the role of your testing group 1. Mission of Testing (What is the mission of the test 

group. Consider a comparable problem in 5 ways, in 

5 hypothetical contexts. All students in all contexts.) 

2. What oracles would you use in testing font display 

in a word processor? In particular, what oracles 

would support automation of the testing? 

2. Apply the oracle-consistency heuristics to 

discovered bugs in 3 types of products. Which 

heuristics will be most/least effective? Why? What 

research would they lead you to do? 

3. How would you test an integer square root 

function? (scope/size of the problem; risk tradeoffs)

4. What are the characteristics of a valid metric?

(evaluate a hypothetical bad one).

5. Quiz after each of the first 5 lectures, with 

corrective feedback

6. Post/discuss answers to sample exam Final exam: Study-guide-based essays

These are all discussions of hypothetical situations, with different levels of depth and feedback.



Learning objectives: Bug Advocacy



























Activities: Bug Advocacy
Orientation Puzzles / Discussions Applications

1. Discuss: What is a bug / what is quality 1a. Replicate / improve / evaluate one unconfirmed 

bug in the OOo database

1b. Interactive grading of your work

2. Join the OpenOffice project, read their bug 

reporting standards

2. Peer-review Task 1 for two students

3. Discuss your experiences with bug reporting 

(extended questionnaire)

3. Redo Task 1 with another bug and more 

demanding assessment standards

4. Write a one-line summary of a bug based on a 

demonstration (series of screen shots)

4. Redo Task 2 (peer review) for one student, with 

more demanding assessment standards

5. (Post-lecture) Apply signal detection theory to 

management of test group’s biases when deciding 

what bugs to report

6. Quiz after each lecture, with corrective feedback

Ongoing discussion of study guide questions Final exam: Study-guide-based essays

The applications involve deliberate practice with extensive feedback 

and use a schema for evaluating the quality of bug reports



Learning objectives: Test Design













Activities: Test Design
Orientation Puzzles / Discussions Applications

1. (Post-lecture on risk) Create a list of input-

variable related risks for a variable in OOo Writer

1. Use the HTSM to analyze the GoogleDrive

specification for their presentation program

2. (Post-lecture on comparative strengths of test 

techniques) Compare / contrast 3 test techniques 

using18-dimensional model

2a. Create a risk-equivalence table (combine risk 

analysis and equivalence class analysis) for an 

input variable

2b. Interactive grading of this task

3. (Post-lecture) Create classical 

boundary/equivalence tables for increasingly 

complex variables

4. Apply the NIST ACTS tool and/or the MS PICT 

tool to plan a combination (configuration) test

5. Quiz after each lecture, with corrective feedback

Ongoing discussion of study guide questions Final exam: Study-guide-based essays

The second application builds on a feedback’d lab (task-feedback-task) 

with detailed evaluation against a standard of professional-quality work



Learning objectives: Domain Testing

•









Activities: Domain Testing
Orientation Puzzles / Discussions Applications

The applications involve deliberate practice with extensive feedback. 

All activities and readings are organized around the Domain Testing Schema.

All activities involve test design, running through different parts of the Schema.

Final activity is a capstone project, with interactive grading.



An example of a curriculum

Foundations Bug advocacy Test design Domain testing
Spec-based

testing

Scenario-based

testing

Greatest

emphasis
Course skills Testing skills

Testing 

knowledge
Testing skills Testing skills Testing skills

Testing 

knowledge

Testing 

knowledge
Learning skills

Testing 

knowledge
Learning skills Social skills

Social skills Social skills Testing skills Learning skills
Testing 

knowledge
Learning skills

Computing 

fundamentals
Learning skills Course skills

Computing 

fundamentals
Social skills

Testing 

Knowledge

Learning skills Course skills Social skills Social skills Course skills
Computing 

fundamentals

Least 

emphasis
Testing skills

Computing 

fundamentals

Computing 

fundamentals
Course skills

Computing 

fundamentals
Course skills



Slide definitions
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Which of these is “advanced”?



We can define “advanced” in terms of …

•

•

•

•

•

•



Bloom’s taxonomy (updated by Anderson & Krathwohl)



A course is advanced because it focuses on advanced content

′ ′



A course is advanced because the institution says so

•

•



A course is advanced because it develops skills

•

•

•



A course is advanced because it applies an advanced instructional style



A course is advanced because we expect advanced performance







A course is advanced because it leads to an advanced credential



Foundations Bug advocacy Test design Domain testing

Broad survey of 

conceptual 

issues

Focused look at bug reporting.

Includes technical content 

(troubleshooting in order to 

prepare good reports), 

communication-skills content, 

and management

Advanced survey of somewhat-

difficult, somewhat-technical 

content, with significant

evaluation (compare/contrast 

strength/weakness).

Focused look at one test 

technique. Goal is to bring tester 

to “professional-level” 

application of that technique. 

Organized around a unifying 

schema and a textbook

Activities are 

primarily 

discussion of 

concepts

Activities include discussions 

and service learning (join a real 

project, do real work, reflect on 

what is being done)

Activities include discussions, 

classifications, and realistic-but-

relatively-simple applications

All activities are applications of 

the schema to different parts of 

the test design problem. Some 

activities span a range of 

difficulty. Closing activity 

combines these in a capstone.

• Skill-development

• Institutional (Foundations 

prerequisite)

• Expectations (skilled 

contribution to project)

• Difficult content

• Institutional (prerequisite)

• Institutional note: The first 3 

combined are CSE 3411/5411. 

Domain testing would be ½ 

of an advanced course with 

CSE 5411 prerequisite

• Skill development

• Difficult content, detailed 

demonstrations in multiple 

contexts

• Institutional (prerequisites)

• Expectations (more complex 

tasks)


